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1. Introduction
This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides
market salary data for the following role(s):
•

Software Developer

2. Market salary data
This section presents the market salary data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources of
information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the widest
possible assessment of the market for this role.

2.1.

Market data

The tables in the following sections provide the aggregate market salary for a full-time Software
Developer.

2.1.1. Official earnings data
The data provided below is based on the Government’s latest Annual Survey of Hours and
Earnings (ASHE), for November 2018. This survey, conducted by the Office for National
Statistics, provides a snapshot of earnings each April and is based on a 1% sample of National
Insurance numbers. ASHE is considered a reliable source of official earnings data.

The following table details the median and average UK gross annual pay for full time employees
in the closest-matched occupational category. It also provides information on the annual
percentage change which can be an indicator of labour market pressures.
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Annual pay - Gross (£)1 - For full-time employee jobs: United Kingdom, 2018
No. of
Description

Code

jobs

Annual
Median

percentage

(000s)
Programmers and

2136

177

Annual
Average

change
42,173

2.1

percentage
change

46,663

3.5

software
development
professionals
Source: Table 14.7a, ASHE 2018.

2.1.2. Recruitment data
The data in this section is based on analysis of recruitment salaries for a similar role(s). It is a
guide to starting pay for these roles, and in some cases also provides a guide to the maximum
that might be achieved.

Software Developer
Senior Analyst / Developer – Java – South East

Range £pa

Typical £pa

50,000

80,000

Source: Hay Salary and Recruiting Guide 2018.

2.1.3. NHS data
In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover
comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff is the largest employer in the UK and as
such plays a key role in influencing market for many non-medical roles, particularly in education,
given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS.

Senior Software Developers in the NHS are typically employed on Band 7 and the current salary
range is between £37,570 and £43,772 a year outside of London and high-cost areas in the
South East/South.

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements:
•

Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,400 and a
maximum payment of £6,778;
1

Gross pay excludes bonuses but includes basic pay, shift premium payments, overtime pay, paid
leave, maternity pay, sick pay and other pay.
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•

Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,723 and a
maximum payment of £4,744;

•

Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,019 and a maximum
payment of £1,763.

2.1.4. IDR data
The following tables contain data from our internal database of salary information. This data has
been collected by IDR directly from employers and employee bodies through surveys and data
collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service.
Senior IT Developer / Specialist / Project Manager – public sector
Media
n £pa

Upper
quartil
e £pa

41,527

45,695

58,778

IM&T Section Manager

37,946

39,153

44,210

Universities

Senior IT Officer, Project Manager /
Senior, Systems Specialist, Developer /
Senior, Senior Tester, Analyst / Senior /
Strategist

39,015

41,438

44,735

Central
government

Network Team Lead, Accessibility
Consultants, Senior Platform Services
Engineer

39,827

41,614

42,054

39,421

41,526

44,472

Media
n £pa

Upper
quartil
e £pa

46,697

47,967

49,237

46,697

47,967

49,237

Source

Equivalent position

Public
sector

Senior IT Project Manager

NHS
Employers

Lower
quartile
£pa

Market summary
Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker.

Senior IT Developer / Specialist / Project Manager – private sector
Lower
quartile
£pa

Source

Equivalent position

Research
charities

Senior Build and Release Engineer,
Technical Project Manager

Market summary
Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker.
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Senior IT Developer / Specialist / Project Manager – private sector
Source

Equivalent position

Lower
quartile
£pa

Media
n £pa

Upper
quartil
e £pa

Private
sector

IT Project Manager / Senior Developer

44,998

51,514

60,557

44,998

51,514

60,557

Market summary
Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker.
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3. Job advertisements
This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions.

3.1.

Data and summary

Python Developer, private sector – advertised positions summary
Average

Minimum £pa

Maximum £pa

45,625

61,875

Python Developer - job advertisements
Reference

Job title

Min £pa

Max £pa

Comments

Location

Python Developer

60,000

70,000

5+ years’

Ascot

ID

experience,
loyalty platform
Python Developer

55,000

70,000

4/5 years’

Berkshire

experience
Bioinformatics

50,000

55,000

Geonomics

Developer C++ -

specialist

Data, Python

company

Python Developer

40,000

70,000

Python Developer

40,000

50,000

Cambridgeshire

Cambridgeshire
Software

Leicestershire

company
Python Developer –

45,000

65,000

AI Geolocation
Python Developer /

For public health
platform

35,000

65,000

Depends on

Software Engineer /

experience, for

IoT

renewable energy

Python Developer

Oxfordshire

40,000

50,000

Cambridge

Whitney,
Oxfordshire

3.2.

Job advertisements

The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.
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Python developer in London | Harvey Nash plc - CWJobs

1 of 4

https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/harvey-nash-plc-j...

(/)
Advertise now (https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk
/?INHSE=JSHP_RecCTA_Advertise)
< Back to search results (/jobs/python-developer#86636049)
< Previous job (/job/python-developer/durlston-partners-london-limited-job86650176?PreviousOrNext=previous)
Next job > (/job/c-developer/nicoll-curtin-job86626733?PreviousOrNext=next)

Python Developer - Ascot - up to £70k
(/jobs-

London (/jobs/in-london), South East (/jobs/in-south-east)
£60000 - £70000 per annum
Harvey Nash plc (/jobs-at/harvey-nash/jobs)

at/harvey-

Permanent
Posted 2 days ago

nash/jobs)
Send

Python Developer - Ascot - up to £70k
Are you a talented Python Developer looking to work for an innovative loyalty
programme platform?
You will:
Be responsible for the development and maintenance of their platform
and APIs.
Implement new features as per agreed designs
Identify the root cause, fix bugs and then train the team on how to avoid
similar issues in future
Participate in design effort as required
Drive coding standards to maintain the highest levels of quality
Provide unit tests for all pieces of work and review those created by more
junior team members
Work collaboratively with other departments as required
Support, maintain and improve the current continuous integration system
Fully participate in peer code review process and recommend
improvements
Always be aware of latest Python technologies and innovations in mobile
technology, making suggestions for improvements where appropriate
Follow in-house agile methodologies and all development procedures

30/05/2019, 09:18

Python developer in London | Harvey Nash plc - CWJobs

2 of 4

https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/harvey-nash-plc-j...

Support junior and mid-level developers as required

Key Skills:
Experienced Python developer - 5+ years
Django, Flask frameworks
REST API's
Databases: Postgres, Mongo
Source control: Git

Contact: Evie Orros
Reference: CWJobs/359862/001
Job ID: 86636049

Send

Save

Alert me to jobs like these:Python Developer in London + 10 miles
Email address:

name@example.com

By clicking create alert you will sign up to the CWjobs service and agree to our terms and conditions

Share this job:

Remote DevOps - AWS, Docker, Kubernetes, Python
(/job/devops/oliver-bernard-job86659063?Keywords=&r=1-JobDetailsPage)
City of London, London
£60000 - £80000 per annum

Python Developer
(/job/python-developer/oho-group-ltd-job86335520?Keywords=&r=2-JobDetailsPage)
London
£60000 - £90000 per annum

Python Developer - Contract
(/job/python-developer/premier-group-recruitment-job86416985?Keywords=&r=3South East London, SE1 3XF
£500 - 600 per day
JobDetailsPage)

Python Developer (Online Marketplace)
(/job/python-developer/understanding-recruitment-job86627305?Keywords=&r=4London, W2 1HQ
£70000 - £90000 per annum + Bonus and Equity
JobDetailsPage)

30/05/2019, 09:18

Python developer in London | Harvey Nash plc - CWJobs
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/harvey-nash-plc-j...

Python Developer JavaScript HTML CSS
(/job/python-developer/client-server-job86659812?Keywords=&r=5-JobDetailsPage)
Bedfont, Feltham (TW14)
£400 - £500 per day

Python Developer
(/job/python-developer/explore-group-job86622127?Keywords=&r=6-JobDetailsPage)
City of London, London
£40000 - £55000 per annum

Jobs in London (/jobs/inlondon)

Jobs in South East (/jobs/insouth-east)

Python Developer jobs (/jobs
/python-developer)

Software Development jobs
(/jobs/software-development)

Python Developer jobs in
London (/jobs/pythondeveloper/in-london)

IT jobs in London (/jobs/it/inlondon)

Python jobs (/jobs/python)

C jobs (/jobs/c)

Java Developer jobs (/jobs
/java-developer)

Web Developer jobs (/jobs
/web-developer)

Php Developer jobs (/jobs/phpdeveloper)

Software Development jobs in
London (/jobs/softwaredevelopment/in-london)

Please note: You should never need to provide bank account details or any other financial information, or make any form of payment, when
applying for a job. If you are ever asked to do this by a recruiter on our site please contact us (/Contact-us) with the advertiser's company name and
the title of the job vacancy.

CWJOBS

JOBSEEKER

RECRUITER

About us (/about-us)

Jobseeker login (/account
/signin?ReturnUrl=
/job/python-developer/harveynash-plc-job86636049)

Advertise a job
(https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_AdvertiseAJob)

Privacy policy (/privacy-policy)
Terms and Conditions (/termsand-conditions)
Cookies (/cookies)

Contact us - jobseekers
(/contact-us)

Work for us
Inside job blog
(https://www.totaljobsgroup.com/)
(https://www.cwjobs.co.uk
Partners (/about/partners)
/blog/)
Salary Checker (/salarychecker/salary-calculator)

MOBILE APP

Existing customer login
(https://itunes.apple.com
(https://recruiter.cwjobs.co.uk
/gb/app/cwjobs/id945640558)
/login
/?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_Login)
Contact us - recruiters
(https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk
(https://play.google.com/store
/contact-customer/apps/details?id=com.stepstone.cwjobs&
services?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_ContactUs)
hl=en_GB)

Help (/help-and-support)

(https://twitter.com
/cwjobsuk)

© Copyright and database rights Totaljobs Group Ltd 2019
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Python developer in Bracknell, Berkshire | Cadence Resourcing ...

1 of 3

https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/cadence-resourcin...

(/)
Advertise now (https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk
/?INHSE=JSHP_RecCTA_Advertise)
< Back to search results (/jobs/python-developer#86651710)
< Previous job (/job/python-developer/understanding-recruitment-job86627305?PreviousOrNext=previous)
Next job > (/job/python-developer/search-consultancy-job86345516?PreviousOrNext=next)

Python Developer
Bracknell (/jobs/in-bracknell), Berkshire (/jobs/in-berkshire)
£55000 - £70000 per annum + Excellent benefits
Cadence Resourcing (/jobs-at/cadence-resourcing/jobs)
Permanent
Yesterday

Send

Save

Python Developer
Python Developer, Software Developer, Software Engineer, Postgres, Mongo, Django,
Flask, GIT, REST APIs, Applications, Programming.
Python Developer required by cutting edge technology company, to maintain serverside applications and partner integrations. You will ensure all coding is programmed in
a secure and efficient way. Although no line management is needed, you will be
required to support more junior members of the team if needed.
The ideal candidate will have 4/5 years' experience as a Software Developer and will
have more recently moved into Python Development. Experience with REST API's,
Django, GIT and Mongo DB would be highly advantageous.
The organisation themselves offer very flexible working hours and allow (if work
permits) up to 3 days working from home. They also offer a very attractive bonus.
Having received significant funding from a major partner, they are now in growth
mode, so this a great time to join their journey.
Sound of interest? Please apply with your CV.

30/05/2019, 09:15

Python developer in Bracknell, Berkshire | Cadence Resourcing ...
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/cadence-resourcin...

Contact: Jack Prosser
Reference: CWJobs/JP675837PY
Job ID: 86651710

Send

Save

Alert me to jobs like these:Python Developer in Bracknell + 10 miles
Email address:

name@example.com

By clicking create alert you will sign up to the CWjobs service and agree to our terms and conditions

Share this job:

Python Developer - Various roles from Junior to Senior
(/job/python-developer/loyalty-angels-t-a-bink-job86552065?Keywords=&r=1Ascot (SL5)
From £30,000 to £55,000 per annum Company discretionary bonus and gene
JobDetailsPage)

Python Developer for Machine Learning
(/job/python-developer/informatiq-consulting-job86645144?Keywords=&r=2St. John's Lye, Woking, GU21 6XR
£35000 - £45000 per annum + Bonus + Great Bens
JobDetailsPage)

Python Quant Developer
(/job/python-developer/anonymous-job86027470?Keywords=&r=3-JobDetailsPage)
London
From £40,000 to £120,000 per annum

Python Developer
(/job/python-developer/explore-group-job86387846?Keywords=&r=4-JobDetailsPage)
City of London, London
£40000 - £55000 per annum

Python Developer
(/job/python-developer/oho-group-ltd-job86335520?Keywords=&r=5-JobDetailsPage)
London
£60000 - £90000 per annum

Python Developer

30/05/2019, 09:15

Python developer in Bracknell, Berkshire | Cadence Resourcing ...
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/cadence-resourcin...

(/job/python-developer/stafford-sharp-associates-job86338653?Keywords=&r=6Ascot, Berkshire
JobDetailsPage)
£25000.00 - £45000 per annum + + Bonus + Bens

Jobs in Bracknell (/jobs/inbracknell)

Jobs in Berkshire (/jobs/inberkshire)

Python Developer jobs (/jobs
/python-developer)

Software Development jobs
(/jobs/software-development)

Python Developer jobs in
Bracknell (/jobs/pythondeveloper/in-bracknell)

IT jobs in Bracknell (/jobs/it/inbracknell)

Python jobs (/jobs/python)

C jobs (/jobs/c)

Java Developer jobs (/jobs
/java-developer)

Web Developer jobs (/jobs
/web-developer)

Php Developer jobs (/jobs/phpdeveloper)

Software Development jobs in
Bracknell (/jobs/softwaredevelopment/in-bracknell)

Please note: You should never need to provide bank account details or any other financial information, or make any form of payment, when
applying for a job. If you are ever asked to do this by a recruiter on our site please contact us (/Contact-us) with the advertiser's company name and
the title of the job vacancy.

CWJOBS

JOBSEEKER

RECRUITER

About us (/about-us)

Jobseeker login (/account
/signin?ReturnUrl=
/job/python-developer
/cadence-resourcingjob86651710)

Advertise a job
(https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_AdvertiseAJob

Privacy policy (/privacy-policy)
Terms and Conditions (/termsand-conditions)
Cookies (/cookies)

Contact us - jobseekers
Work for us
(/contact-us)
(https://www.totaljobsgroup.com/)
Inside job blog
Partners (/about/partners)
(https://www.cwjobs.co.uk
/blog/)
Salary Checker (/salarychecker/salary-calculator)

MOBILE APP

Existing customer login
(https://itunes.apple.com
(https://recruiter.cwjobs.co.uk
/gb/app/cwjobs/id945640558)
/login
/?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_Login)
Contact us - recruiters
(https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk
(https://play.google.com/store
/contact-customer/apps/details?id=com.stepstone.cwjobs&
services?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_ContactUs)
hl=en_GB)

Help (/help-and-support)

(https://twitter.com
/cwjobsuk)

(https://www.totaljobsgroup.com)
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C++ developer in Cambridge, Cambridgeshire | Empiric - CWJobs
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/c-developer/empiric-job86637501

(/)
Advertise now (https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk
/?INHSE=JSHP_RecCTA_Advertise)
< Back to search results (/jobs/python-developer?page=4#86637501)
< Previous job (/job/c-developer/client-server-job86647785?PreviousOrNext=previous)
Next job > (/job/c-developer/client-server-job86637059?PreviousOrNext=next)

Bioinformatics C++ Developer - Data, Python
Cambridge (/jobs/in-cambridge), Cambridgeshire (/jobs/in-cambridgeshire)
£50000 - £55000 per annum
Empiric (/jobs-at/empiric-com/jobs)
Permanent

(/jobs-

Posted 2 days ago

Send

Save
at/empiric-

Bioinformatics C++ Developer - Data, Python
Are you an experienced C++ Developer seeking your next new and exciting
com/jobs)
challenge? Do you want to work on forward-thinking projects which can offer personal
progression opportunities? This may be the role for you!
The client I am recruiting on behalf of is a global leader in genomics! This company is
growing from strength to strength and you will be working on an award-winning
product which could make a real difference too many lives. This role would suit an
individual seeking to really make a mark and contribute to the development and growth
of the company.
Location: Cambridge
Contract: Permanent
Salary: Up to £55k per annum + benefits
Responsibilities for Bioinformatics C++ Developer - Data, Python:
Developing fast and accurate analysis workflows
Data analysis of large data sets
Working on the implementation of novel algorithms

30/05/2019, 10:59

C++ developer in Cambridge, Cambridgeshire | Empiric - CWJobs
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/c-developer/empiric-job86637501

Requirements for Bioinformatics C++ Developer - Data, Python:
Experience developing tools and methods in C++
Experience with professional software tools and practices
Passionate for working in a collaborative and fast paced environment
Educated to degree level or equivalent

Why would you apply?
Interest in working on software that can make a difference
Private Healthcare
25 days annual leave
Share Eligibility
Generous pension contribution

If this sounds like the ideal opportunity, then we would love to hear from you.
Please apply attaching an up-to-date CV through the relevant links.
Keywords: Cambridge / Cambridgeshire / East Anglia / C++ / C++11 / C++14 / C++
Developer / Software Developer/ Programmer/ Agile
**********************************************************************************
Even if this role isn't quite right but you are looking for a role in Software
Engineering please ask us about our Exclusive Job Search Service which includes
free expert CV writing and advice.
We are an equal opportunity employer and value diversity at our company. We do
not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, colour, national origin, gender, sexual
orientation, age, marital status, veteran status, or disability status.

Empiric Solutions is acting as an Employment Agency in relation to this vacancy.

Contact: Empiric Solutions
Reference: CWJobs/BSE0C++1
Job ID: 86637501

Send

Save

Alert me to jobs like these:Developer Python in Cambridge + 10 miles
Email address:

name@example.com
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C++ developer in Cambridge, Cambridgeshire | Empiric - CWJobs
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/c-developer/empiric-job86637501

By clicking create alert you will sign
up to the
Share
thisCWjobs
job: service and agree to our terms and conditions

Software Engineer - C++, C#, Graphics
(/job/software-engineer-c/empiric-job86637496?Keywords=&r=1-JobDetailsPage)
Cambridge, Cambridgeshire
£40000 - £50000 per annum

C++ Software Engineer - Agile, Data
(/job/c-software-engineer/empiric-job86637505?Keywords=&r=2-JobDetailsPage)
Cambridge, Cambridgeshire
£30000 - £50000 per annum

Embedded Software Engineer - C++, Linux
(/job/embedded-software-engineer/empiric-job86637509?Keywords=&r=3-JobDetailsPage)
Cambridge, Cambridgeshire
Not specified

Jobs in Cambridge (/jobs/incambridge)

Jobs in Cambridgeshire (/jobs
/in-cambridgeshire)

C++ Developer jobs (/jobs
/c%2b%2b-developer)

Software Development jobs
(/jobs/software-development)

C++ Developer jobs in
Cambridge (/jobs/c%2b%2bdeveloper/in-cambridge)

IT jobs in Cambridge (/jobs
/it/in-cambridge)

C++ Engineer jobs (/jobs
/c%2b%2b-engineer)

C++ Guru jobs (/jobs
/c%2b%2b-guru)

C++ Programmer jobs (/jobs
/c%2b%2b-programmer)

C++ Software Engineer jobs
(/jobs/c%2b%2b-softwareengineer)

C++ Specialist jobs (/jobs
/c%2b%2b-specialist)

Software Development jobs in
Cambridge (/jobs/softwaredevelopment/in-cambridge)

Please note: You should never need to provide bank account details or any other financial information, or make any form of payment, when
applying for a job. If you are ever asked to do this by a recruiter on our site please contact us (/Contact-us) with the advertiser's company name and
the title of the job vacancy.

CWJOBS

JOBSEEKER

RECRUITER

About us (/about-us)

Jobseeker login (/account
/signin?ReturnUrl=/job/cdeveloper/empiric-

Advertise a job
(https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_AdvertiseAJob

Privacy policy (/privacy-policy)
Terms and Conditions (/terms-

MOBILE APP

Existing customer login
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and-conditions)

job86637501)

Cookies (/cookies)

Contact us - jobseekers
(/contact-us)

Work for us
(https://www.totaljobsgroup.com/) Inside job blog
(https://www.cwjobs.co.uk
Partners (/about/partners)
/blog/)
Salary Checker (/salarychecker/salary-calculator)

https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/c-developer/empiric-job86637501

(https://recruiter.cwjobs.co.uk
(https://itunes.apple.com
/login
/gb/app/cwjobs/id945640558)
/?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_Login)
Contact us - recruiters
(https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk
(https://play.google.com/store
/contact-customer/apps/details?id=com.stepstone.cwjobs&
services?INHSE=JSHP_Footer_Recruiter_ContactUs)
hl=en_GB)

Help (/help-and-support)

(https://twitter.com
/cwjobsuk)

(https://www.totaljobsgroup.com)
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Python developer in Cambridge, Cambridgeshire | Tec Partners ...
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/tec-partners-job8...

(/)
Advertise now (https://recruiting.cwjobs.co.uk
/?INHSE=JSHP_RecCTA_Advertise)
< Back to search results (/jobs/python-developer#86637342)
< Previous job (/job/python-developer/durlston-partners-london-limited-job86619203?PreviousOrNext=previous)
Next job > (/job/python-developer/client-server-job86611220?PreviousOrNext=next)

Python Developer
Cambridge (/jobs/in-cambridge), Cambridgeshire (/jobs/in-cambridgeshire)
£40000 - £70000 per annum + Package
Tec Partners (/jobs-at/tec-partners/jobs)
Permanent

(/jobs-

Posted 2 days ago

Send

Save
at/tec-

Python Developer
Location: Cambridge

partners

Salary: Up to £70k (Dependant on experience)
TEC Partners are currently working with the digital arm of a forward-thinking, industry
leading company who are looking for a number of Python Developers across a range
of experience levels to join their development team. The team have fully embraced
remote working, coming in to the office twice a month for meetings or as required
during system launches, then splitting the rest of their time between home and the
office as they see fit.

/jobs)

As a Python Developer you will be working collaboratively to develop functionality for
the companies suite of products and solutions, encompassing both new and existing
systems. The team come from a range of different backgrounds; what they have in
common is a proficiency for problem solving and a real sense of creativity and
intellectual curiosity.
What they're looking for:
Python

30/05/2019, 09:17

Python developer in Cambridge, Cambridgeshire | Tec Partners ...
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https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/python-developer/tec-partners-job8...

JavaScript
Database experience (the team work with Postgres)
Linux experience
Git or similar source control
Experience working in a Scrum team

In return, you will be rewarded with a competitive salary depending on your level of
experience. This is a company who put employee satisfaction high on their priority
list - not only embracing flexible and remote ways of working, but providing a
comprehensive benefits package, opportunities for professional and technical
growth and the chance to make real, meaningful contributions on a regular basis.
They will even pay your travel expenses when coming to the office!
If you are a Python Developer looking for an opportunity to join a thriving
development team of like-minded people, where you can make regular, meaningful
contributions, in an environment of intellectual collaboration and with a company
who embrace modern ways of working, then this is an opportunity for you.
If you are interested in this position or would like to discuss further, then please
send you CV for immediate review.

Contact: Naseem Touhami
Reference: CWJobs/NT-PD
Job ID: 86637342
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Permanent
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Senior Python Software Engineer
Python / Django
NEW ROLE FOR AN EXPERIENCED PYTHON ENGINEER TO JOIN A COMPANY
LOOKING TO BUILD A NEW DEVELOPMENT TEAM IN LEICESTER!
Software Engineer – Python / Django
Based in Leicester – Easily commutable from anywhere in the Leicester,
Nottingham or Derby.
Salary up to £50,000 dependent on experience
To find out more information, feel free to call James on;
Taking the world by storm with our first product just over 5 years ago, and then
branching out into bespoke development from there with similar levels of success, we
are looking to kick on into our next phase… We are looking to build a brand new
software engineering team within Leicester. Having experienced exponential growth
over the last 2 years we are quickly becoming one of the most talked about brands in
our sector. We require ambitious talented individuals to hit the ground running and
help us build this team! This gives you a great opportunity to be a driving force in this
team over the next few years!
Sourced by: @Techcareers_E – your 24/7 twitter feed of latest IT vacancies
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across the East Midlands
WHO ARE WE?
We are a globally recognised software brand. We have worked with some globally
recognised brands, and created software products that are used by some of the
biggest tech organisations on the planet! Specialising in bringing bespoke products
to life for our clients, we genuinely cannot wait to have our new team of talented
devs in the Leicester office, who will become absolutely central to our future plans!
WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING?
You will utilise your Python skills to help us further drive forward our incredibly
successful product. You will be working on the continual development of our
product as well as bringing in your own ideas/expertise to identify areas of potential
development and identifying new technologies for us to invest in.
WE NEED YOU TO HAVE...
Python
Django
YOU’LL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH…
React.JS
TO BE CONSIDERED...
Please either apply by clicking online or emailing me directly to For further
information please call me on /. I can make myself available outside of normal
working hours to suit from 7am until 10pm. If unavailable please leave a message
and either myself or one of my colleagues will respond. By applying for this role you
give express consent for us to process & submit (subject to required skills) your
application to our client in conjunction with this vacancy only. Also feel free to follow
me on Twitter @SearchableJim or connect with me on LinkedIn, just search James
Roberts in Google! I look forward to hearing from you.
Key Skills:
PYTHON / DJANGO / WAGTAIL / MYSQL / FLASK
Searchability (UK) Ltd is acting as an Employment Agency in relation to this
vacancy.

Contact: Searchability
Reference: CWJobs/JR7990
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Permanent
Expires today

groupSend
uk/jobs)
Python Developer - Artificial Intelligence - Healthtech
Senior Python Developers / Django Engineers are being hired at a Pioneering Scaleup
using Geolocation & AI to improve UK Public Services. The core Python3 platform is
due to equip public Supply Chains with the latest Data-Centric tech built by the
University of Oxford.
We're looking to expand on our Python Development function and create a Scalable
and Dynamic online platform.
We're looking for Python API Developers to work on building scalable Server-Side
applications with Cloud Deployment. We need user data to be built on Dockerised
Containers and deployed by Kubernetes Clusters.
Our ideal candidate is someone who is passionate about TDD (Test Driven
Development) and best coding practice. We're evangelising Agile business practices
so prior experience is a must have.
Essential Experience
Core Python Development experience - with a strong preference for Python3
Expertise in RESTful APIs and Service Orientated Architecture.
Understanding of at least x1 Python Framework (Django, Flask, CherryPy or Pyramid)
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Experience with Relational Databases ideally SQL, SQLAlchemy or Elasticsearch /
MongoDB
Some DevOps experience - (AWS, Docker, Terraform or Kubernetes)
Must be a fan of Agile (Big Plus!)
Desirable / Preferable experience
ETL or Data Pipeline Experience - the core Data Pipeline is planned to handle
Petabytes of Data.
Prior use of TDD (Test Driven Development) or Continuous Integration / Behaviour
Driven Development
Salary: We're hiring at all levels between £45,000 - £65,000 depending on
experience.
25 days annual leave
Discretionary bonus
Please contact:
or 0203 897 1431
By applying to this advert you are giving CPS Group (UK) Ltd authority to hold and
process your data for this specific role and any other roles we may deem suitable to
you over time. We will not pass your data to any third party without your verbal or
written permission to do so. All incoming and outgoing calls are recorded for
training and compliance purposes. CPS Group (UK) Ltd is acting as an
Employment Agency in relation to this vacancy. Our new privacy policy can be
found here https://www.cpsgroupuk.com/company-policies

Contact: James Williams
Reference: CWJobs/J16860
Job ID: 86590862
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Python Developer / Software Engineer / IoT
/jobs)
An Oxford-based Scientific R&D company, are in need of a talented Python Developer
/ Software Engineer to work on their IoT project focussing on renewable energy
systems.
As the Python Developer / Software Engineer, you will join at an exciting time of
growth, having secured contracts with several large energy companies this technology
start-up is set to rapidly expand in the next year, predicted to triple in size!
Joining a small team of exceptionally talented developers, the Python Developer /
Software Engineer will have lots of autonomy and a real say in the technical direction
moving forwards. Working at the bleeding edge, utilising the latest smart technologies
including NumPy, SciPy, AWS Cloud and ZigBee IoT device communication protocols.
What’s required of the Python Developer / Software Engineer?

- Excellent programming ability in Python
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- IOT device communication protocols e.g. Modbus, ZigBee, CAN bus
- Knowledge of renewable energy systems or batteries
- Databases experience, Dynamo DB would be preferred
The company have developed a cloud-based software product powered by Python
and Machine Learning algorithms, a renewable energy system set to revolutionise
the industry.
What Next?
If you have any questions or would simply welcome a chat about this excellent
Python Developer / Software Engineer position, just call me or drop me an email,
as I’d love to hear from you! If, though, you think this role could be right for you and
you’d like to learn more, then please apply now.
Python Developer / Software Engineer / IoT
Corriculo Ltd acts as an employment agency and an employment business.

Contact: Corriculo Ltd
Reference: CWJobs/COR2507
Job ID: 86618478
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Send

Python Developer
This is a Permanent role.
A growing business in Oxfordshire is looking for an ambitious and passionate Python
Developer on a permanent basis. This is a great opportunity for a Python developer at
any level to join a business that believes in advancing people, developing new
products and working with the latest technologies. The team is small/mid-size, but
consists of intelligent developers and designers who share the same passion of
developing clean code and producing fantastic web platforms.
The office is near Witney, Oxfordshire with a fantastic location.
You will need solid knowledge of Python, MVC, JavaScript, JQuery and the Django
framework, Git, TDD and SQL.
Python Developers need to be familiar with Agile frameworks including Scrum.
The following skills are also useful:
Jira
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Sprints
Service Desk
Python Developers must be interested in working cutting edge technology and the
challenges they could face.
This role will suit a Python Developer who is looking for a new fresh and exciting
challenge as a Python Developer within a very successful and growing team.
Python Developers should have the desire to experiment with and introduce new
technologies and techniques.
Key skills required:
Python
Django
Git
SQL
Agile/Scrum
MVC
JavaScript
It is essential that all Python Developers have first class communication skills - both
written and verbal. Candidates will be very enthusiastic and have a desire to
succeed.
For more information please contact Graham Feegan on or call 01908 506 506
IT Executive Group is acting as an Employment Agency in relation to this vacancy.
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(/job/senior-python-developer/it-executive-ltd-job86429254?Keywords=&r=2Rackend, Witney, ox28 6ap
£40000 - £50000 per annum
JobDetailsPage)

Python Developer - AI for Geolocation!
(/job/python-developer/cps-group-uk-job86590862?Keywords=&r=3-JobDetailsPage)
Oxford, Oxfordshire
£45000 - £65000 per annum

Python Developer / Software Engineer / IoT
(/job/python-developer-engineer/corriculo-job86618478?Keywords=&r=4-JobDetailsPage)
Oxford, Oxfordshire
£35k - 65k per year

Junior Python Developer
(/job/junior-python-developer/the-people-network-job86650030?Keywords=&r=5Oxford, Oxfordshire
£35000 - £40000 per annum
JobDetailsPage)

Jobs in Rackend (/jobs/inrackend)

Python Developer jobs (/jobs
/python-developer)

Software Development jobs
(/jobs/software-development)

Python Developer jobs in
Rackend (/jobs/pythondeveloper/in-rackend)

IT jobs in Rackend (/jobs/it/inrackend)

Software Development jobs in
Rackend (/jobs/softwaredevelopment/in-rackend)

Python jobs (/jobs/python)

C jobs (/jobs/c)

Java Developer jobs (/jobs
/java-developer)

Web Developer jobs (/jobs
/web-developer)

Php Developer jobs (/jobs/phpdeveloper)

Please note: You should never need to provide bank account details or any other financial information, or make any form of payment, when
applying for a job. If you are ever asked to do this by a recruiter on our site please contact us (/Contact-us) with the advertiser's company name and
the title of the job vacancy.
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